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Abstract. Human Pose Recovery approaches have been studied in the
eld of Computer Vision for the last 40 years. Several approaches have
been reported, and signicant improvements have been obtained in both
data representation and model design. However, the problem of Human
Pose Recovery in uncontrolled environments is far from being solved.
In this paper, we dene a global taxonomy to group the model based
methods and discuss their main advantages and drawbacks.
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Introduction
Human body pose recovery, or pose recovery in short, refers to the process of esti-
mating the conguration of the underlying kinematic structure of a person, which
is the case of 3D pose recovery, or the 2D projection of the skeletal articulation
into the image evidences. Vision-based approaches are often used to provide such
a solution, using cameras as sensor inputs. Pose recovery is an important issue
for many computer vision applications, including video indexing, surveillance, au-
tomotive safety and behavior analysis, as well as many other Human Computer
Interaction applications.
Body pose estimation is a challenging problem because of the many degrees
of freedom to be estimated. Moreover, limbs vary greatly in appearance due to
changes in clothing and body shape, as well as changes in viewpoint. In order
to update recent advances in the human pose recovery eld, a general and stan-
dard taxonomy to classify model based approaches of the State-of-the-Art is pro-
vided. The proposed taxonomy is composed by ve main modules: appearance,
viewpoint, spatial relations, temporal consistence, and behavior. Since this survey
analyzes computer vision approaches for human pose recovery, image evidences
Figure 1. Taxonomy of Human Pose Recovery approaches.
should be interpreted and related to some previous knowledge of the body ap-
pearance. Depending on the appearance detected or due to spatio-temporal post
processing, many works infer a coarse or a rened viewpoint of the body, as well
as other pose estimation approaches restrict the possible viewpoints detected in
the training dataset. Since the body pose recovery task implies the location of
body parts in the image, spatial relations are taken into account. In the same
way, when a video sequence is available, the motion of body parts is also studied
to rene the body pose or to analyze the behavior being carried out. Finally,
the block of behavior refers, on the one hand, to those methods that take into
account particular activities or the information about scene to provide a feedback
to the previous modules, improving the nal pose recognition. On the other hand,
several works implicitly take into account the behavior by the election of datasets
containing certain activities. The global taxonomy used in the rest of the paper
is illustrated in Figure 1.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 1 reviews the State-
of-the-Art methods grouped in the proposed taxonomy, and Section 2 discuss
advantages and drawbacks of State-of-the-Art methods.
1. State of the Art
In the next subsections, the State-of-the-Art related to human pose recovery is
reviewed and model based works are classied in the taxonomy dened in Figure 1.
1.1. Appearance
In order to obtain an accurate detection and tracking of the human body, prior
knowledge of pose and appearance is required. This previously known information
about the human body can be codied in two sequential stages: description of the
image and detection of the human body (or parts), usually applying a previous
learning process.. The entire procedure from image description to the detection
of certain regions can be performed at three dierent levels: pixel, local and
global. Respectively, they lead to image segmentation [30,15,16], detection of body
parts [25,3,41] and full body location [9,6]. It is widely accepted that describing
the human body as an ensemble of parts improves the recognition of human body
in complex poses, despite of an increasing of computational time. By contrast,
global descriptors are successfully used in the human detection eld, allowing
the fast detection of certain poses (ex. pedestrians), as well as they serve as
initialization in human pose recovery approaches. The sub-taxonomies for both
detection and description stages are detailed below:
1.1.1. Detection
Detection stage refers to these specic image detections or output of classiers
which codify the human information in images. This synthesis process can be
performed in four general areas summarized below.
Discriminative classiers A common technique used for detecting people in im-
ages consists on describing image regions using standard descriptors (i.e. His-
togram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [9]) and training a discriminative classier
(e.g. Support Vector Machines) as a global descriptor of human body [9] or as a
multi-part description and learning parts [10]. Some authors have extended this
kind of approaches including spatial relations between inside object descriptors
in a second level discriminative classier, as in the case of poselets [6].
Generative classiers As in the case of discriminative classiers, generative ap-
proaches have been proposed to address person detection. However, in the case
of generative approaches they use to deal with the problem of person segmenta-
tion. For instance, the approach by Rother, Kolmogorov and Blake [26] learns a
color model from an initial evidence of a person, as well as background objects,
to optimize a probabilistic functional using Graph Cuts.
Templates Example-based methods for human pose estimation have been pro-
posed to compare the observed image with a database of samples [4]. A limita-
tion of current example-based approaches is the restriction to the poses used in
training, which limits the variability of regions to be detected or may increase the
number of false positive detections when more template variations are allowed.
Interest points Salient points or parts in the images can also be used to compute
the pose or the behavior is being carried out in a video sequence [18]. In this
sense, we refer the reader to [20] for a fair list of region detectors.
1.1.2. Description
Detection stage analyses information extracted from the images in the description
phase [19]. The most common methods applied for describing image cues are
detailed below.
Silhouettes and contours Silhouettes, as well as edges and contours, are used
to t human body in images [2] because the most of the body pose information
remains in its silhouette. However, methods using contours rely on a background
subtraction stage because of the diculty of extracting human silhouettes in
complex scenarios.
Motion Optical ow [5] is the most common feature used to model path motion.
Additionally, other works track visual descriptors and codify the motion provided
by certain visual regions as an additional local cue [18].
Color and texture On the one hand, color and texture information by themselves
are usually codied by means of space-color histograms or Gabor lters, respec-
tively. On the other hand, gradients on image intensities are the most widely ap-
plied features for describing the appearance of a person. In this sense, HOG and
SIFT, among others, use to be considered [9].
Depth Recently, depth cues have been included in several human pose recogni-
tion systems because of the depth maps provided by the multi-sensor KinectTM .
This new depth representation oers near 3D information from a cheap sensor
synchronized with RGB data. Novel depth and multi-modal descriptors have been
proposed based on this representation [24,23,8]. These approaches compute fast
and discriminative descriptions by detecting extrema of geodesic maps and com-
pute histograms of normal vectors distribution. However, they require an specic
image cue, and depth maps are not always available.
Logical It is important to notice that new descriptors including logical relations
have been recently proposed. This is the case of the Group-lets approach by Yao
and Fei-Fei [43], where local features are codied using logical operators, allowing
an intuitive and discriminative description of image (or region) context.
1.2. Viewpoint
Viewpoint estimation is not only useful to determine the relative position and
orientation among objects (or human body) and camera (i.e. camera pose 1),
but also allows to signicantly reduce the ambiguities in 3D body pose [4]. On
the other hand, viewpoint can be implicitly taken into account by restrictions
in the system or the election of a certain dataset. Many woks can be found in
face, upper body pose estimation and pedestrian detection literature, where only
front or side views are respectively studied. Just to say an example, while the
detector proposed in [3] is in principle capable of detecting people from arbitrary
views, its detection performance has only been evaluated on side views. Other
works explicitly restrict the possible views, for example, to frontal and lateral
viewpoints [17].
Research where 3D viewpoint is estimated is divided in discrete classica-
tion and continuous viewpoint estimation (Figure 1). The discrete approach is
treated as a problem of viewpoint classication category, where the viewpoint of
a query image is classied into a limited set of possible initially known [29,36] or
unknown [35] views. In these works, the 3D geometry and appearance of objects
is captured by grouping local features into parts and learning about their rela-
tions. Image evidence can also be used to directly categorize the viewpoint. In the
rst stage of the work by Andriluka, Roth and Schiele [4], a discrete viewpoint
1Note that in camera pose literature it is named pose in short, however in this section it will
be explicitly named camera pose to dierentiate from human body posture, named pose in the
rest of this document.
is estimated for pedestrians by training eight viewpoint-specic detectors. In the
next stage, this classication is used to rene the viewpoint in a continuous way,
estimating the rotation angle of the person around the vertical axis by the pro-
jection of 3D exemplars onto 2D body parts detections. The continuous approach
to viewpoint estimation refers to estimating the real valued viewpoint angles for
an example object or human in 3D.
From the point of view of registration, monocular non-rigid shape reconstruc-
tion [27] can be seen as a similar problem to body pose estimation, since points
in the deformable shape could be seen as body joints [33]. Given still images, the
simultaneous continuous camera pose and shape estimation is studied for rigid
surfaces [21], as well as for deformable shapes [28]. In both works, prior knowledge
of the camera is provided by modeling the possible camera poses as a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM).
1.3. Spatial Models
Spatial models encode the structure of the human body. Though mapping between
image evidences and body pose exists [2], their performance is limited to specic
datasets. Human body models describe kinematic properties of the body in a hard
way (e.g. skeleton, bone lengths) or in a more soft manner (e.g. ensembles of parts,
grammars). On the one hand, accurate kinematic constraints are usually modeled
by 3D skeletons. On the other hand, the most of the degenerate projections of
the human body in the image plane are modeled by ensembles of parts.
1.3.1. Ensembles of parts
Ensembles of parts consist on detecting likely locations of the dierent body parts
in a consistent conguration with the body structure, where such conguration
is not dened by physical constraints but is described by soft restrictions.
Pictorial structures [13] are generative 2D assemblies of parts, where each part
is detected with its specic detector (shown in Figure 2(a)). Pictorial structures
are a general framework for object detection widely used for people detection and
human pose estimation [11,3].
Grammar models formalized in [12] provide a exible and elegant framework
for detecting objects [10], also applied for human detection in [10,14]. Compo-
sitional rules are used to represent objects as a combination of other objects.
In this way, human body could be represented as a composition of trunk, limbs
and face; as well composed by eyes, nose and mouth. From a theoretical point of
view, deformation rules leads to hierarchical deformations, allowing the relative
movement of parts at each level; however, deformation rules in [10] are treated as
pictorial structures (shown in Figure 2(b)). Which makes grammars attractive is
their structural variability while dealing with occlusions.
Ensembles of parts can also be performed in 3D when, for example, 3D infor-
mation is available using a multi-camera system [31]. A similar model to pictorial
structures is presented in [31], where temporal evolution is also taken into ac-
count (shown in Figure 2(d)). Joints are modeled following Mixture of Gaussian
distributions, however it is named \loose-limbed" model because of the loosely
attachment between limbs.
Figure 2. Examples of body models as a ensembles of parts: a) Pictorial structures [3]; b) Human
model proposed in [10]: root lter (left), lters with higher resolution (middle), and model for
spatial locations of parts (right); and c) Spatio-temporal loopy graph [31].
A powerful and relatively unexplored graphical representation for human 2D
pose estimation are AND-OR graphs [45], which could be seen as a combina-
tion between Stochastic Context Free Grammar and multi level Markov Random
Fields. Moreover, their structure allows a rapid probabilistic inference with logical
constrains [7]. Much research has been done in the graph inference area, optimiz-
ing algorithms to avoid local minima. Multi-view trees represent an alternative
because a global optimum can be found using dynamic programming, hard pose
priors, or branch and bound algorithms [42].
1.3.2. Kinematic models
Due to the eciency of trees and similarity between human body and acyclic
graphs, most of the body kinematic models are represented as a tree. Contrarily to
the trees explained above, whose nodes represent body parts, nodes of kinematic
trees usually represent joints, each one parameterized with its degrees of freedom
(DOF). In the same way that ensembles of parts are more frequently considered
in 2D, accurate measures of kinematic models are more appropriate for in a 3D
representation. However, the use of 2D kinematic models is reasonably useful
for motions parallel to the image plane (e.g. gait analysis [17]). 2D pose is also
estimated in [1] with a degenerate 2D model learned from image projections. In
this case, not only parallel movements are allowed, hence, dierent movements
are interpreted when walking in opposite directions.
3D recovery of human pose from monocular images is a the most challenging
situation in human pose estimation [40]. The recovered number of Degrees of Free-
dom (DOF) varies greatly among dierent works, from 10 DOF for upper body
pose estimation, to full-body with more than 50 DOF. Moreover, the number of
possible poses is huge, even for a model with few DOF and a discrete parameter
space. Because of this reason, kinematic constraints such as joint angle limits are
typically applied over kinematic models. Other solutions rely on reducing the di-
mensionality applying unsupervised techniques as Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) over the possible 3D poses [33]. The continuous state space is clustered
in [1], and PCA is applied over each cluster in order to deal with non-linearities
of the human body performing dierent actions. As well as in [17], where it is
used a Hierarchical PCA depending on human pose, modeling the whole body as
well as body parts separately.
1.4. Temporal Models
In order to reduce the search space, temporal consistence is studied when a video
sequence is available. Motion of body parts may be incorporated to rene the
body pose or to analyze the behavior that is being performed.
1.4.1. Tracking
Tracking is applied to ensure the coherence among poses over the time. Tracking
can be applied separately to all body parts or only a representative position for
the whole body can be taken in account. Moreover, 2D tracking can be performed
to the pixel positions or it could be considered that the person is moving in 3D.
Other subdivision of tracking is the number of hypothesis, which can be one that
is maintained over sequence or multiple hypothesis that can be propagated in
time.
Single tracking is applied in [17], where only the central part of the body is
estimated through a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), nally the 2D body pose is
recovered from the rened position of the body. Though tracking is performed in
2D, they do not loose generality at these stage since they work with movements
parallel to the image plane. In contrast, 3D tracking with multiple hypotheses
is computed in [4], leading to a more accurate and consistent 3D body pose
estimation. In the topic of shape recovery, a probabilistic formulation is presented
in [22] which simultaneously solves the camera pose and the non-rigid shape of
a mesh (i.e. body pose in this topic) in batch. Possible positions of landmarks
(i.e. body parts) and their covariances are propagated along all the sequence,
optimizing the simultaneous 3D tracking for all the points.
1.4.2. Motion models
The human body can perform a huge diversity of movements, however, specic
actions could be dened by smaller sets of movements (e.g. in cyclic actions as
walking). In this way, a set of motion priors can describe the whole body move-
ments when a single action is performed. However, hard restrictions on the pos-
sible motions recovered are as well established. A potential issue of motion priors
is that the variety of movements that can be described highly depends on the
amount and diversity of the training data [1].
Motion models are introduced in [39], combined with body models of walking
and running sequences. A reduction of dimensionality is performed by applying
Principal component analysis (PCA) over sequences of joint angles from dierent
examples, obtaining an accurate tracking. This work is extended in [37] for golf
swings from monocular images in a semi-automatic framework. Scaled Gaussian
Process Latent Variable Models can also represent more dierent human mo-
tions [38] for concrete actions, such as walking and golf-swings, from monocular
image sequences, despite of imposing hard priors on pose and motion.
1.5. Behavior
The block of behavior in our taxonomy refers to those methods that take into
account particular activities or information about scene and context, to provide
a feedback to previous pose recognition modules, improving the nal recognition
task. Most approaches previously described do not directly include this kind of
information. However, databases are usually organized by actions (e.g. walking,
jogging, boxing [32]) and algorithms use to over-t these actions (e.g. walking [4],
golf swings [37]).In this sense,, the election of a specic training dataset is a direct
or indirect choice of the set of actions that the system will be able to detect. It
is important to point out that taxonomies in the literature for behavior, activity,
gesture and sub-gesture, for example, are not broadly detailed. The term behavior
is used here as a general concept which includes actions and gestures.
Though behavior analysis is not usual in the State-of-the-Art of pose esti-
mation, some works exist taking into account behavior or activity to estimate
an accurate body pose, learning dierent models depending on the action that is
being performed. Dierent subspaces are computed for each action in [1]. Some
works in the literature go a step forward and jointly recover pose and behavior. In
the work by Yao and Fei-Fei [44], the authors include context information about
human activity and its interaction with objects to improve nal pose estimation
of subjects and activity recognition. It was demonstrated that ambiguities among
classes are better discriminated, and better results are obtained. The work by
Singh and Nevatia [34] takes prot from such joint estimation of human pose and
action being performed. A set of key poses is learned for each action and the
3D pose is accurately recovered using the specic model of such action. However,
though a joint approach for pose tracking and action recognition in is presented
in [34], they do not consider any feedback between both estimations.
2. Discussion and conclusion
In this survey, past and current trends in the eld of human pose recovery are
reviewed. Moreover, a new taxonomy is dened and State-of-the-Art methods are
classied in appearance, viewpoint, spatial relations, temporal consistence, and
behavior modules. We reviewed the State-of-the-Art descriptors and detectors
for full body, body parts, and pixel-level codication of human information. It is
widely accepted that describing the human body as an ensemble of parts improves
recognition of human body parsing approaches, as well as the descriptors with the
best performance in the State-of-the-Art are based on HOG lters. We showed
that main methods for viewpoint analyses can be split in discrete and continuous
domains. Spatial models were reviewed and divided into ensembles of parts and
kinematic models depending on their exibility. Ensembles of parts approaches
result very useful to t with 2D image evidences since they occur in a 2D degener-
ate space and kinematic restrictions are too hard to deal with the huge amount of
body movements, combined with viewpoint and projection. Kinematic approaches
can deal with 3D pose more accurately, reducing the search space through phys-
ical constraints. We also reviewed temporal models and split them into tracking
and motion models. 3D information in tracking approaches improves 2D methods
since nonlinearities due to viewpoint projection are reduced, however it implies
computing 3D pose and includes an extra computational cost. When the action
performed in a video sequence is known, strong motion priors help in the pose es-
timation problem, specially in the challenging case of monocular video sequences,
reducing the search space despite of limiting the possible movements that can be
detected. Finally, we described the benets of including extra information related
to human activities and context. Scene understanding has recently demonstrated
to be a powerful eld of research which provides a useful feedback to the object
recognition problem, and thus, to the problem of human pose recovery. This kind
of inference is not frequently considered in the human pose recovery approaches,
but it could be incorporated in a higher layer of knowledge (i.e. \ambient intelli-
gence" layer), where context and scene information can provide feedback to any
module of the approach to improve nal pose estimation.
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